
Today’s carbon arrow shafting
represents a wider spectrum
of options than ever seen

before in the archery market. From
the lightest arrows to the heaviest,
there are enough carbon arrow man-
ufacturers and models to keep your
customers’ every need (and whim)
covered. 

This allows dealers and the more
proficient archers to assemble the
perfect arrow to meet a specific
species or shooting condition. It’s
not uncommon in this new age of
arrow options for a customer to
assemble two rigs from one bow.
What I mean is they can purchase
two sets of arrows and often two
sights, one for 3-D or long-range
shooting, another for bowhunting
whitetail or bear. Stocking an array
of carbon arrows that covers the
spectrum from light to heavy assures
consistent walk-in sales, but know-
ing what to recommend requires
understanding what each carbon
category is best suited to, what fea-
tures make them desirable to specif-
ic needs. 

Speed sells, and lightweight car-
bon shafts (and broadheads) makes
this easy. There will always be a
steady market for this class of shaft
simply because of speed alone.
Others, especially older archers
weaned on the extra weight of alu-
minum, will stick to what is familiar.
They’ll be happy with a heavier shaft
guaranteeing good penetration
despite shot angle, while also assur-
ing a quiet shot by absorbing excess
bow vibrations after release.
Everything else lays somewhere in
the middle, with average mass
weight that does not serve the
intended purposes of either of these
extreme categories shafts, but seems
to do it all acceptably well. 

A quick note: For purposes of
organization I’ve arranged various
headings based on grain-per-inch

(gpi) weights as given for average, or
most common spine ratings. Average
in this case are arrows suited to 65-
to 70-pound bows — a draw weight a
majority of male compound shoot-
ers seem to employ today – at 28 to
30 inches of draw. Spine ratings at
each deflection extreme, the
extremely flexible (30 to 50 pounds)
and extremely stiff (80 or 90 pounds)
may fall outside the prescribed num-
bers, but are still lightweight, or
heavy for their respective spine rat-
ings.

Lightweight Speedsters – 5.5 to
7.9 gpi @ 65-70 pounds

Speed is everything to a large
portion of the archery community.
Speed, all other factors remaining
equal, is most easily gained by

reducing mass arrow weight. For
each 25 grains of mass weight
shaved from a finished arrow, cus-
tomers gain 5 to 7 feet per second
(fps) immediately. Middle-weight
arrows (the bulk of the arrows cur-
rently available) average from 8 to
9.5 gpi. This means a 29-inch hunt-
ing arrow spined for around 65
pounds weighs from 375 to 425
grains finished (including three
Bohning 4-inch plastic vanes,
Precision Designed Products alu-
minum insert, Bohning Signature
nock, and 100-grain tip). By compar-
ison, a lightweight arrow might fin-
ish at 325 grains in the same deflec-
tion ratings, holding the same com-
ponents. Even approached from the
light end of middle-ground, your
customer instantly gains 10 fps by
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Blackhawk Vapor arrows cover every customer’s need, from the lightest to heaviest,
including, top to bottom; 23 Speed, Vapor Jet, Vapor ACA black, Vapor Realtree
Hardwoods HD Camo ACA, Vapor Realtree Hardwoods Green HD Camo ACA, Vapor
Carbonwood, V-Maxx black, Economy Vapor, and CAA Carbon/Aluminum.
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choosing an arrow on the heavy end
of lightweight. Too, some may simply
choose a lightweight shaft to boost
speed on a lighter draw weight or
short draw length. Many lightweight
options are technically target shafts,
but suffice in hunting situations
involving thin-skinned, light-boned
game.

I choose such set-ups while
stalking pronghorn, or any time
ranges are likely to stretch in open
places, and when the target offers a
small vital area. I wouldn’t think of
bowhunting tiny Coues whitetail
without a feather-light arrow,
because after taking 10 P&Y-quality
bucks, all combined my successful
shots have averaged 50-some yards.

Sure, laser range-finders make flat
trajectory less important, but it is
still important all the same. There’s a
lot to be said for arrows arriving on
target quicker when ranges grow
long. Speed gives customers more
margin for error at long ranges for a
less-than-perfect hold, or slight drop
of the arm during release; which is
exactly why top 3-D shooters go light
in unknown distance shoots. 

There are those who would
wring their hands regarding reduced
kinetic energy potential and the per-
ceived loss of penetration for a 325
grain hunting arrow. Today’s bows
offer energy to burn. It becomes a
matter of how much dirt your cus-
tomer wishes to penetrate behind
the animal. Last January a friend
arrived in a panic needing help
tracking a wounded mule deer he
had hit marginally. While helping
him trail, the buck jumped to his feet
at 93 yards (garnered via laser
rangefinder). Having nothing to lose
I tried a shot, hoping to poke a hole
in him anywhere and assure a better
trail. Not only did I pin-wheel him
with my lightweight arrow (the buck
didn’t make it out of sight), but

received a complete pass-through.
We never did find the arrow.

AMG/Airforce
Airforce shafts are sold only

through qualified archery specialty
stores, and seek to offer exceptional
quality at a competitive price.
Airforce shafts have been improved
for 2005 with a counter-rotational
carbon winding process combined
with precision fiber placement.
These shafts now have a multi-longi-
tudinal layer sandwiched between
multi-layered, cross-weave continu-
ous fiber layers, a process that makes
them more consistent, and lighter.
AMG’s supplier selects spools of
quality carbon fiber based on weight
and densities, and combines those
spools to make various shaft weights
and spines. This makes it possible to
produce arrows that are closely
matched in spine and grain weight
consistency. 

Shafts from AMG come in two
grades. Airforce 1 shafts guarantee a
straightness tolerance between zero
and .001-inch, zero to 1-grain varia-
tion in matched weight, and spine
deflection matched to within zero to
one percent. Airforce Generals guar-
antee straightness between zero and
.003 on at least 70 percent of a dozen,
.003 to .005 on the remainder. The
Generals are spine matched to .005-
inch deflection, and weight matched
to within 2 grains per dozen. They
are available in 3050 (5.95 gpi, up to
55 pounds at 29 inches), 4570 (7.9
gpi, up to 65 pound at 31 inches),
and 6080 (9.5 gpi, up to 75 pounds at
32 inches). They come with a longer,
5/16-inch neck-up insert, and
Premium Signature nocks.    

My South African red hartebeest
comes to mind when I think of
Airforce shafts. I shot that 450-
pound animal at 30 yards and
received a complete pass-through,
something not so common on big
African game. The arrow emerged
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AMG Airforce 1 and Airforce Generals
include all-new continuous fiber, angled-
layer construction that makes them
lighter and 360-degree spine consistent
and weight matched. Airforce 1s are
straight to within zero to .001-inch,
Generals up to .005.
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out the other side ready to be shot
again.

Arrow Dynamics
These arrows are unusual in that

they are not the same diameter end
to end. The patented parallel-to-
tapered design construction reduces
flex at the nock end and creates a
shorter paradox, giving the arrow a
flatter trajectory and transferring
more kinetic energy for greater
speed and penetration. That’s the

story behind why these shafts look
different than others. It also creates a
built-in front-of-center (F.O.C.) bal-
ance point for added accuracy with
fixed-blade broadheads. The smaller
nock end allows for greater fletch
clearance and less drag. The manu-
facturer says the design also allows
Arrow Dynamic arrows to accommo-
date a wider range of draw weights
within a single shaft. The nock end
has a 9/32-inch diameter, working
up to a 21/64-inch diameter through

the last 13 inch-
es of the shaft.
The Nitro
Stinger Ultra
Lite Yellow Label
has a weight of
6.7 gpi and 350
deflection.

A r r o w
Dynamics target
shafts also offer
a d d i t i o n a l
speed, as well as
l i n e - c u t t i n g
advantage. The
newer Medalist
is FITA and
NFAA legal with

9 and 9.1mm outside diameters.
They are touted as being 40 percent
stronger than conventional line-cut-
ter shafts having parallel walls, and
are made for bows from 40 to 65
pounds. They weigh 6 gpi in 9mm
(375 deflection), and 7 gpi in 9.1mm
(325 deflection). The .395 Mag allows
customers to drop poundage and
still maintain ASA max speeds. The
.396 White XLT Label weighs 6.3 gpi
(up to 48 pounds), White LT 6.5 (up
to 50 pounds), White 7.2 (55
pounds), Yellow 7.5 (60 pounds),
Blue (65) and Orange (70) 8 gpi. 

Blackhawk
Now under the ownership of

Gold Tip, Blackhawk continues to
offer its own distinctive shaft
designs. Vapor Speed All Carbon
Arrow (ACA) are lightweight (6.2 gpi)
and have standard .285-inch outside
diameter. With a 2000S spine rating
they are designed for lighter draw
weight, or short draw length, and
boast .0025-inch straightness and a
weight variation of 2.5 grains per
matched dozen. 

The 23 Speed ACA (6.2 to 7.5 gpi)
is a larger-diameter 23/64-inch shaft
for the competitive shooter who
likes to crowd the line. They also
offer greater fletching clearance on a
hunting arrow. They are sold in
matched dozens with a .0025-inch
straightness tolerance and 2 grains
per dozen weight variance. They are
offered in 4000S and 5000S spines,
covering average draw lengths from
60 to 90 pounds draw weight. 

Vapor Jets (5.9 to 6.6 gpi) offer
high terminal velocity potential, and
are made for the shooter seeking
more speed in a stiffer spine. They
also include a smaller .30-inch out-
side diameter for less wind drift and
are available in 3000, 4000, and 5000
spines to accommodate just about
any 3-D or hunting rig. They include
a straightness tolerance of .003, and
are matched to within 2.5 grains per
dozen. 

Carbon Express
Designed for serious 3-D archers

looking for a line-cutting edge, the
new LineJammer hits the scales at
7.5 gpi in a 250 spine rating (up to 63

Circle 185 on Response Card40

Arrow Dynamics’ parallel-to-tapered design creates a shaft that is easier to tune, and
offers increased penetration potential. Some examples include, top to bottom; Nitro
Stinger Gold Label, Green Label, and Orange Label, Nitro Lite Yellow Label, Medalist, .395
Magnum White, .395 Magnum Yellow, and .395 Magnum Blue.
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pounds at 29 inches). These shafts
include patented Diamond-Weave
BuffTuff construction that’s rugged
and quiet across the rest. They are
equipped with new Beiter Nocks and
nock outsert for added strength, are
30 percent larger than conventional
shafts, with a .385-inch OD, and 360-
degree spine consistency. They pro-
vide .003 straightness tolerance, and
1 grain matched weight per dozen.

The all-new CXK-2 also includes
a larger outside diameter, from .352
to .360-inch in three spine ratings of
150, 250 and 350. They weigh 6.7, 7.2,
and 8.3 gpi, respectively. The bene-
fits and elements of the LineJammer
are included, but CXK-2 meet equip-
ment standards for NFAA and FITA
tournaments.

Carbon Force
Standard Carbon Force arrows

include the Extreme and Dominator,
in 200 and 300 spine, with straight-
ness tolerances of .003 and .006,
respectively, and weighing 6.7 and
7.8 gpi. They include multi-layered
construction and incredible durabil-
ity. Several fine trophies have fallen
to my Carbon Force arrows, which so
far have proven always accurate, reli-
able and durable.  

Carbon Impact
Pierre Pujos is known to many as

the man who brought the first all-
carbon arrows to market while he
was head of Beman in France. Now
he heads Michigan-based Carbon
Impact, which made a name early on
by designing super-fast arrows. The
camouflaged XLT is a seamless,
multi-layered design that allows a
high weight-to-strength ratio for
excellent speed and exceptional con-
sistency. The process also delivers
360-degree spine consistency and
incorporates an oven-curing process
that creates a super-smooth finish.
Fat Shaft XLTs come in four grades:
Green with .001 straightness and 1-
grain per dozen matched weight;
Orange with .002 and 2 grains; Yellow
with .003 and 3; and Blue with .006
and 4. All weigh 6.4 gpi in 5000
(roughly 50 pounds), 7.3 in 6000
(roughly 60), 7.9 in 6500 (the shaft
most customers will choose), and 8.5

gpi in 7500. Newer available options
include oven-cured crown and crest-
ing, plus a standard camo finish that
adds no weight to the finished shaft.
That’s a significant advantage over
conventional camo finishes, where
your customer better not mix black
and camo in his quiver or he’ll get
different impact points. 

The charcoal-finished Trophy
Hunter is offered in Yellow and Blue
grades, with 400 and 350 deflection
ratings covering draw weights from
45 to 75 pounds. They weigh 7.3 and
7.8 gpi, respectively. They offer the
budget-minded customer a quality
speed shaft at a lower cost.

Carbon Tech
CT Cheetahs come in 3D and

Hunter grades, the former with
.0015-inch straightness tolerances.
Both grades weigh from 5.3 gpi in
.650-25/50 (3D-Hunter) to 7.9 gpi in
.300-65/80 deflection. The .400-
45/70, perfect for the average hunt-
ing rig, comes out at 6.4 gpi. The pre-
cision, multi-directional C.L.D.
(Carbon Layered Design) creates a
shaft that is fast, durable, and accu-
rate. I’ve used Cheetahs on every-
thing from wild turkey to mid-sized
African game with not a single prob-
lem. They offer a rare combination of
lightweight mass and rugged stout-
ness. 

CT Hippo XP and Hunter are
larger-diameter 23/64-inch shafts
providing ultimate fletching clear-
ance, as well as line-cutting advan-
tage while shooting summer 3-D
tournaments (while also remaining
inside FITA regulations). Though
Hippos are lightweight, wall integrity
is maintained through five-layer
construction giving them reliable
strength and consistency. They
weigh 7.4 gpi in 520 spine (approxi-
mately 60 to 65 pounds), 7.8 gpi in
400 (70 to 75 pounds).    

Cartel/Doosung
These Korean-made shafts offer

a lot of bang for the buck and have
proven quite popular in the
European marketplace. In 2005 lim-
ited supplies of these high-quality
yet affordable shafts will hit the U.S.
market, with the manufacturer say-

Circle 193 on Response Card

now you see it

XCel  Archery  S ight

NORTH PASS, LTD.
1941 HEATH PARKWAY, STE. #1

FORT COLLINS, CO  80524  

(800) 589-4315
HIVIZSIGHTS.COM

it’s not a sight 
if you can’t see it

Every archery sight system has two

elements — front and rear. That’s why

we’ve paid close attention to both.

The new XCel sights from HiViz 

utilize our rugged DURAbrite pins on

a durable  frame and a unique rear

sight aperture that speeds target

acquisition in low light. 

Easy set-up. Easy sight-in.
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ing more can be available next year.
They are offered in aluminum/car-
bon Triple and Hunter, and all-car-
bon CR. Triple and CR shafts are pro-
duced for the target and 3-D market,
the Triple starting with a 7075-grade
aluminum core, wound with an
outer layer of highly elastic high den-
sity carbon, while the CR is all car-
bon. They have a slender profile to
resist wind drift, .001-inch straight-
ness tolerance, and are perfectly
spined for accuracy. They come
equipped with outnocks (Triple) or
press-fit nocks (CR) and cut-
off/glue-in points. The heaviest
deflections weigh from 7.17 to 7.96
gpi. 

Hunters offer the same con-
struction as the Triple, but accept
industry standard components for
A/C shafts, allowing screw-in inserts
and press-fit nocks. Hunters come in
3280, 3390, 3490, 3600, and 3710,
covering draw weights from 35 to 40
pounds at 25 inches, to 75 to 80
pounds at 33 inches. The 3600 is like-
ly to be the most popular with hunt-

ing customers. They include a
T.I.R. straightness tolerance of
.005 and 1 percent weight tol-
erance per dozen. They are
offered in Camo and Black. 

High Country Archery 
Carbon Revolution
At 5.5 and 6.2 gpi, Speed

Pro arrows are some of the
fastest in the industry. HCA
says they can boost velocity as
much as 30 to 50 fps over con-
ventional options. 

Speed Pro HG (High Grade
Carbon) is made from five lay-
ers of a higher grade of carbon
fiber than typical industry
standards, making it possible
to have much higher strength
and stiffer spine in a lighter
package. They weigh 5.5 gpi
and are recommended for
draw weights from 25 to 65
pounds up to 29 inches. 

Speed Pro Max S-HG (Super
High Grade Carbon) is manufac-
tured with seven micro-thin layers of

cross-woven “Black Diamond
Carbon.”  This is a form of super-
high-modulus carbon used in the
production of high-tech military and
aerospace applications. High
Country says every shaft is weighed,
measured for straightness, and
matched per dozen to achieve
matched weight and spine consis-
tency. They weigh 5.5 gpi, recom-
mended for 35- to 75-pound draw
weights up to 31 inches. Speed Pro
Max SS S-HG are a heavier 6.2 gpi.
These are manufactured to Speed
Pro specs, but made to handle bows
with more than 75 pounds of draw
weight, and are recommended for
draw weights between 45 and 85
pounds up to 32 inches. 

Easton Technical Products
The relatively-new Light Speed

is the lightweight exception to
Easton’s typically conservative line-
up. They hit the scales at 6.53, 7.41,
and 8.16 gpi in 500, 400, and 340
deflections. They include multi-lay-
ered, wrapped carbon fibers — a
radial core over-wrapped by three
additional layers of uni-directional
overlays — 2 grain per dozen
matched weight, and .010 T.I.R.
straightness tolerances. The finish is
a smooth black matte, with internal-

42 Circle 8 on Response Card

Easton could be considered a one-stop shop for
customer’s every arrow need, from light to heavy.
Included in the line are, top to bottom; Light
Speed, Fat Boy, Redline, A/C Super Slim, Axis
Obsession, C2 Realtree Hardwoods green HD, Axis,
A/C/C, C2 Epic, Excel, and youth Carbon Connekt.
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fit Super Nock and CB insert
installed (one insert fits all sizes). 

The FatBoy is Easton’s contribu-
tion to the line-cutter class of arrows
so popular in 3-D archery, while also
complying with FITA’s 9.3mm maxi-
mum arrow diameter. It includes a
radial core and three additional uni-
directional carbon overlays to make
them a stronger, straighter, and more
accurate carbon line-cutter. They
include a maximum .005 straight-
ness deviation and 2-grain per dozen
matched weight, with smooth,
black-matte finish. They are offered
in 500, 400, and 340 spines, weighing
7.1, 7.8, and 8.3 gpi.        

The Redline has survived
the test of time with high-
strength C2 carbon composite
construction, black, micro-
smooth finish, .004 guaran-
teed straightness, and 1.5-
grain matched weight. They
come in nine spine ratings
covering light target bows to
heavy 3-D rigs, and weigh
from 5.7 to 8.3 gpi. They can
be equipped with RPS Inserts,
and UNI Bushing with “G”
Nocks. 

Forge Xtreme Arrowshafts
Xtreme arrows were designed to

reduce rest-prong wear and drawing
noise, and increase accuracy. They
are constructed of Kevlon, a space-
age material the manufacturer
claims is 20 percent stronger yet
lighter than carbon. A double cross-
matrix weave process creates a
stronger cross section and greater
straightness and durability. Xtreme
shafts are also designed with
increased front mass, increasing
F.O.C. and enabling them to handle
heavier broadheads and reduce
wind planing. They come in four
sizes and all have straightness toler-

ances of .00145 and single-grain
weight variance within a single
dozen. Xtreme 20/50 weigh 5.7 gpi,
40/60 6.5 gpi, 50/70 7.3, and 60/80
weigh 8.1.

Gold Tip
The first on the market with

internal component shafts, Gold Tip
is so well-thought of today that it’s
the only brand carried by many
archery retailers. In the speedster
category of shafts that we’re looking
at first in this article are Gold Tip’s
Ultralight Series. These are designed
and built to the demanding specs of
today’s top target-archery pros. The

43Circle 47 on Response Card

Crossbows combine brutally high draw
weights and short, abrupt power strokes.

The dynamics of each shot guarantee more
parts equal less reliability.  

That's why at Excalibur we use only recurve limbs on our 
crossbows.  Our high-performance recurve limbs deliver 

speeds equal to the fastest compounds (over 350 fps)
without the cams or cables that can let you down when
you need them most. Excalibur's pinpoint accuracy and

bulletproof reliability  are unmatched by our 
competition, and their light weight makes these models 

a joy to hunt with.  Combine this with precision 
machining, our superb trigger and the best technical
support in the business, and you have crossbows that

make money, not headaches.  When you want to be the
crossbow expert, don't complicate things.  

Our crossbows  let you focus on sales, not service.
Excalibur, 

where tradition and technology meet.

Forge Xtreme Arrowshafts include
woven Kevlon construction and a
more densely-constructed fore-end
to boost F.O.C. weight and allow
better flight with hunting-weight
broadheads. They are lightweight
yet extremely tough.
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Ultralight Pro gives customers the
confidence of .001-inch straightness
and 1-grain per dozen matched
weight. Standard Ultralight offer .003
straightness and 2 grain weight tol-
erance, the Entrada .005 and 2
grains. All are available in 300 (8.5
gpi), 400 (7.4 gpi), 500 (6.3) and 600
(5.7) deflections and include GT
Series nocks and inserts. 

Ultralight X-Cutter Pro and X-
Cutter – at 7.8 gpi — offer the line-
crowding edge of a 25/64-inch out-
side diameter, in .001 and .005
straightness tolerances, respectively,
and .250-inch deflection.  The
Ultralight Series 22, weighing 7.3 gpi,
is a large-diameter shaft with nail-
tough strength, also offered in stan-
dard .005 and Pro .001 straightness
tolerances. It has a .300-inch deflec-
tion rating. 

Satellite CRF
CRF stands for Consistent Radial

Frequency in the marketing Escalade
Sports has been doing for its line of
arrow shafts. What it means is
Satellite CRF arrows are built with
highly-controlled filament winding
rather than standard sheet wrap-
ping, which eliminates seams for
superior spine consistency and
strength around its entire 360-
degree radius, plus gives a high

strength-to-weight ratio. This creates
the same launch and trajectory with
each shot for greater accuracy, but
also produces shafts that are light-
weight in any given deflection rating.
CRF arrows come in .001-inch
straightness in Platinum (with 1
grain matched weight), .003 straight-
ness in Gold, .006 in Silver, and .008
in Bronze. Platinum Series are fur-
ther Frequency Matched, each shaft
measured for frequency and then
placed in matched groups to provide
the narrowest possible range of con-
sistent weight and balance, and the
ultimate in consistency, speed and
performance. Platinum shafts give
me confidence on tough hunts, and
have been responsible for at least
one behemoth whitetail to date. CRF
shafts come in spines of 2940, 2960,
and 2980, covering the gamut of spine
ratings from 30 to 93 pounds. The .520
deflection 2940 weighs 6.3 gpi, the
.424 deflection 2960 is 6.7 gpi (perfect
for a majority of your customers), a
.359 2080 deflection is 7.8 gpi.      

Heavy-Weight Brutes – 10 to 14
gpi @ 65-70 pounds

Now that we’ve covered many of
the super light carbon shafts on the
market, let’s look at the opposite end
of the spectrum. Ten or 12 gpi may
seem excessive by today’s standards,
but consider that the venerable 2117
or 2216 aluminum any of us over the
age of 40 likely bowhunted with at
some point weigh about one gpi
more!  For whitetail hunters this
weight in carbon arrows provides the
distinct advantage of absorbing
more of a bow’s stored energy, trans-
lating into a much quieter shot. It

also equates into, say, 250 fps,
instead of 275, or an arrow that
arrives on target .022 seconds
behind the faster “average” arrow at
20 yards. There is also the matter of
added durability. Heavy arrows are
simply more difficult to break and
split. This means longer life and
long-term savings, and added relia-
bility when something goes wrong —
like an accidental shoulder hit.

For your more adventurous cus-
tomers a heavier arrow also spells
added kinetic energy potential on
massive game such as elk or moose,
or when something can bite back
while bowhunting dangerous game
in Africa or Alaska. Any time game
exceeds 500 pounds, I believe cus-
tomers should be looking to a heav-
ier carbon shaft. (While many sizes
of aluminum may actually weigh
more, carbon shafts are a better
choice due to quicker harmonic
recovery. They have the ability to
straighten more quickly following
dramatic flexing, like after encoun-
tering tough game hide. So heavy-
weight carbon provides better
broadhead tracking through the
wound channel and, thus, increased
penetration potential.)  When an
arrow – a lightweight traveling super
fast or heavy one moving slower —
delivers equal energy levels on tar-
get, the heavier arrow will always
continue through more efficiently,
and is less likely to fail upon encoun-
tering heavy bone

Alaskan Bowhunting Supply
GrizzlyStik arrows were designed

for hunting in general and specifical-
ly to deeply penetrate big game.

44

Satellite CRF shafts include continuous fiber wound construction that makes them
tougher, straighter, and lighter for increased speed. They come in, top to bottom,
Platinum Frequency Matched, Gold Label, Silver Label, and Bronze; straightness starting
at .001-inch (Platinum) and concluding at .006 (Bronze).
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They are some of the heaviest aver-
age gpi shafts available, offering fin-
ished weights between 470 and 500
at 30 inches in lighter Sitka shafts,
and 550 and 650 grains in Alaskan
shafts. They are undeniably geared
to the traditional set, but shoot
exceptionally well from compound
bows as well. Continuous Taper
Technology means less weight at the
rear of the shaft, so they straighten
more quickly during the acceleration
of launch, for true flight, and at the
deceleration of impact, to improve
penetration. One arrow holds a wide
range of spine latitude, the Sitka
from 40 to 65, the Alaskan from 50 to
80 pounds, due to their unique con-
struction. They are assembled from
carbon composite material, with
stacked layers of woven uni-direc-
tional carbon fibers which provide
extremely strong cross-directional
strength, as well as being resistant to
frontal impact damage. They have a
beautifully deep, translucent amber
color. Sitkas are equipped with alu-
minum inserts, Alaskans have 70-
grain brass inserts. Both include
stout aluminum nock adaptors, and
¼- (.25) or 9/32-inch snap-on nocks. 

Arrow Dynamics
With its parallel-to-tapered

design, a single Nitro Stinger flies
well from a wide variety of draw
weights (see “Lightweight
Speedsters” above for construction
details). With a 10.5 gpi weight and
200 deflection, the Nitro Big Game
not only packs heavyweight punch,
but also increased F.O.C. to steer big-
ger broadheads. 

Beman
New patent-pending MFX Micro

Effect Black Max and Max-4 were
made for nothing short of hard-core
bowhunting. The micro-diameter,
thick-walled MFX unidirectional
carbon composite construction
makes them one of the most durable
and deep-driving shafts on the mar-
ket today. A .003 straightness toler-
ance, 2-grain per dozen matched
weight, and inside wall diameter
perfectly matching the diameter of
point ferrules also makes them high-
ly accurate. The Black Max includes a

polished black finish, the Max-4 an
Advantage Max-4 HD PhotoFusion
camo layer that adds mass. They
come with HIT (Hidden Insert
Technology) inserts, and direct-fit
“X” nocks. Five hundred, 400, 340,
and 300 spine deflections weigh 8.9,
9.6, 10.4, and 11.7 gpi in Black Max,
9.7, 10.4, 11.2, 12.5 gpi in Max-4,
respectively. 

Proven ICS Hunter, Trebark, and
ICS Classic shafting include weights
from 8 to 10.1 gpi in four various

spine ratings, all matched to within 2
grains per dozen. The camo Hunter
and Classic offer .003 straightness
tolerances, while the Trebark .006-
inch. The added weight comes via
PhotoFusion camo finish in Mossy
Oak Break-Up, original Trebark, or
Classic wood grain. Multi-layered
construction includes a unidirec-
tional carbon core and three high-
strength composite fiber wraps for
exceptional durability and hoop
strength. All the camo shafts are fin-
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ished with a micro-smooth Infinity
Performance System (IPS) over
PhotoFusion graphics that guards
against wear of the pattern. Weights
come in at 8 gpi in 500, 9.1 in 400, 10
in 340, and 10.1 in 300.   

Blackhawk
Besides offering increased kinet-

ic energy potential in weights from
9.75/10.55 (3000 spine) to
10.25/11.05 (5000), the Vapor V-Maxx
also includes a larger 21/64-inch
outside diameter for increased
fletching clearance. (Weight discrep-
ancies comes from the .8 gpi added
for camo and wood grain finishes).
They are designed specifically for
shooting fixed-blade heads, with
added toughness and penetration
potenntial. They include
Blackhawk’s durable Radiant Armor
Carbon Coating Plus (RACC+) pro-
tecting the arrow from UV rays and
wear. They also have the EXP-120
parallel seam construction, where
three 120 degree sections of carbon
fabric are joined to create the hoop,

with the seams of each succeeding
layer offset. These shafts have .003-
inch straightness tolerance, and 2.5-
grain weight tolerance per dozen.
They are offered in black,
Carbonwood wood grain, and
Realtree Hardwoods Green HD. They
come in 3000, 4000, and 5000 spine
ratings. 

Carbon 
Express
The spanking-

new ultra-small
diameter CX Edge
features a strong,
hard-hitting insert
system, push-fit
nock, and tough,
durable precision-
wrapped carbon
composite con-
struction to better
transfer kinetic
energy. The smaller
diameter offers less
wind planing, and
is combined with

thicker walls for deeper penetration
and ruggedness. Edge shafts provide
straightness tolerances of .004-inch,
and 9.3 and 10.3 gpi in 250 and 350
spine ratings, the latter likely to be of
most use to the majority of your cus-
tomers. 

The Terminator series are one of
the heaviest readily-available carbon
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Carbon Express offers one of the widest selections of carbon
shafts in the industry, from light to heavy, and every price point
imaginable. These include, top to bottom; the new Edge, new
Maxima, CX 3D, CX black, CX Hunter camoed, new Eliminator,
Eliminator Hunter camoed, Terminator Select black, Terminator
Select Hunter camoed, (standard Terminator and Terminator
Hunter not shown), Carbon Rebel black, Carbon Rebel Hunter
camoed, Thunderstorm SE, Thunderstorm, Heritage, and Flu Flu.
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shafts on the market. Included
are the black-finished Select
and Realtree Hardwoods
Green HD camouflaged
Hunter Select, both with
.0025-inch straightness toler-
ances and 1 grain matched
weight per dozen; and black
Terminator and camoed
Hunter, with .005-inch
straightness and 2-grain
matched weight. Black shafts
weigh 9.5 gpi in 4560 spine, 10
gpi in 6075 (the latter spine
best suited to most hunting
applications). Camo Hunter
models are 11 and 12 gpi. Both
include durable carbon com-
posite construction, 360-
degree spine consistency and
all internal components, while
the camo versions include the
added durability of BuffTuff
protective camo sheath.
Heritage wood-grain shafts include
similar construction, in 10 gpi 150,
11 gpi 250, and 12 gpi 350 deflec-
tions. 

The camouflage Hunter models
are some of the toughest arrows I’ve
tested, nearly impossible to break
short of shooting them into rock
piles. While assembling elephant
arrows for a friend recently, I shot
completed shafts into cement cinder
blocks from a 90-pound bow in an
attempt to isolate weak points in my
system. Invariably the broadheads
vanished in a cloud of shrapnel,
while the Terminator Hunter arrows
nearly always survived intact to be
shot again. 

Carbon Rebel and Carbon Rebel
Hunter (with CreekBottom Camo
finish) are a brand-new option for
budget-minded archers. They have
the same Terminator construction
that makes them super tough, yet
heavier 10.7 and 11.2 gpi weight in
4560 and 6075 black, 12 and 12.5 gpi
in camo Hunter models. I see these
as a great bullfrog or small-game
arrows, where added durability saves
headaches. Carbon Rebel arrows
may also be had through EZE-Eye
Archery, prewrapped with white
EZE-Eye arrow wraps, fletched and
ready to shoot. 

Carbon Tech
CT Rhinos are as tough as the

name suggests, with the Kinetic
energy advantage of 9.5 (35/60), 10
(45/70), and 11.5 gpi (55/80) weight.
Rhinos give customers .005-inch
straightness tolerances, while the XP
boasts .0015 straightness. This a big-
game arrow with the weight and
toughness to get the heavy jobs
done. The multidirectional, wrapped
construction makes them resistant
to splitting like some sheet-wrapped
carbons are prone to.    

Easton Technical Products
Easton offers two brand-new

arrows for the big-game hunter look-
ing for additional kinetic energy. The
A/C Slimline is built by wrapping
and bonding high-strength carbon
fiber around a precision 7075 aero-
space alloy (aluminum) core tube.
This creates a maximum .002
straightness deviation per shaft with
.5-grain per dozen matched weight.
It also includes HIT insert technolo-
gy and excellent penetration poten-
tial. They sport a black, micro-
smooth finish, in 500, 400, 340, and
300 spine ratings. They weigh 8.5,
9.7, 10.7, and 11.5 gpi, respectively.

The all-new Axis Obsession
offers ST Axis (Slim Tech) fans a bit
more weight to help penetrate the

biggest game, and are constructed
using Easton’s durable C2 carbon
composite construction. They offer
guaranteed straightness of .005-inch
or better, and are matched to within
two grains per dozen. They include
HIT insert and press-fit “X” nock.
They are offered in 500, 400, 340, and
300 spines, weighing 8.9, 9.8, 10.3,
and 11.5 gpi, and have a smooth
PhotoFusion Mossy Oak Obsession
shield with Infinity Performance
System protective coat.  

C2 Realtree Hardwoods Green
HD offer multi-layered carbon com-
posite construction, PhotoFusion
graphics, Infinity Performance
System protection, .005 guaranteed
straightness, and 2-grain matched
weight per dozen. They are offered in
deflections of 500, 400, 340, and 300,
for gpi numbers from 8.02 to 10.14
gpi; 10.01 in popular 340 spine. 

Gold Tip
The GT Big Game 100+ and Big

Game Camo 100+ need little expla-
nation. This is a graphite shaft taken
to heavy-weight extremes. They
combine a straightness tolerance of
.005-inch with unmatched strength
and an ultra-smooth finish that is
silent across the rest. The Big Game
weighs 10.6 gpi, while the Camo
(Advantage Timber) shaft weighs

48

Beman makes a wide variety of arrows from middle-ground average weights, to big-game
heavy. The 2005 line includes, top to bottom; Black Max, Max-4, ICS Hunter Camo, ICS Classic,
ICS Trebark, ICS Hunter(and Select), ICS Venture, ICS Hawk, and ICS Hunter Junior.
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10.5. Both are spined for 75- to 110-
pound draw weight, and come with
GT series nocks and inserts  

The Conservative 
Approach –  8 to 9.9 gpi

The majority of carbon arrows
today fall somewhere between the
two extremes we discussed in the
first half of this article, simply due to
the fact that so many of your cus-
tomers also fall under the category of
average. These customers don’t
demand blazing speed because most
of their shots are taken under 30
yards. They won’t be hunting any-
thing bigger than a 200-pound
whitetail, so penetration is seldom
an issue. Middle-ground options
provide easily-controlled speed suf-
ficient to cleanly take any North
American animal — even the bigger
stuff when cut-on-contact broad-
heads are chosen — ample durabili-
ty, and plenty of kinetic energy
potential.

Arrow Dynamics
AD shafts are different, with a

parallel-to-tapered design that
improves flight characteristics,
arrow clearance, and downrange
speed. Nitro Stingers offer three
options for mid-range weight, from
the Nitro-Stinger Gold Label, at 8.9
grains per inch (gpi) and a deflection
of 215, Nitro-Stinger Green Label, at
8.5 gpi and a 225 deflection, and
Nitro-Stinger Orange Label, at 8 gpi
and 250 deflection.

Beman
The silky-smooth charcoal-fin-

ish ICS Hunter is a winning combi-
nation of precision, speed and dura-
bility. These shafts are constructed
using C2 unidirectional carbon com-
posite fibers and are matched to
within 2 grains per dozen. They are
offered in spine ratings of 500 (7.3
gpi), 400 (8.4 gpi), 340 (9.3 gpi) and
300 (9.5 gpi). The newest ICS Hunter
includes the Hunter Elite, the same
arrow as standard Hunters, but sort-
ed to assure .001 straightness toler-
ances; these are available to Beman
authorized dealers only. The ICS
Venture is a less costly alternative
with similar features and identical

specs, while the even more afford-
able ICS Hawk weighs slightly less –
from 7.1 to 8.8 gpi. Both of these give
customers a relatively high five-
grain-per-dozen weight tolerance. 

ICS shafts went along on my first
African safari, where they accounted
for several trophy animals. I find
myself coming back to them again
and again without reservations.

Blackhawk
Vapor ACA Camo Carbon, with

RACC+ and EXP-120 parallel seam
technology, are at the heavy end of
average at 7 (2000) to 10 gpi (5000),
while the ACA Charcoal Black weigh
from 6.2 to 9.2 gpi, in the same spine
ratings. They are a handsome,
proven shaft offering accurate .003
straightness tolerances and are
matched to within 2.5 grains per
dozen. They include a four-color
Vapor logo and accept industry stan-
dard components. Camo models are
available in Carbonwood wood
grain, Desert Shadow, Santa Fe,
Realtree Hardwoods Green HD,
Advantage Timber HD and Max-1
camouflage finishes. Vapor shafts
have proven accurate enough for me
to take several turkey with, and
tough enough to account for my
biggest African kudu to date. 

The Blackhawk VaporE ACA is an
economy shaft offering .005 straight-
ness, and a 3.5-grain per dozen
weight match. They weigh from 7
(3000E) to 8.6 gpi (5000E), with white
silk-screened logo on a charcoal
black shaft. CAA Vapor Carbon
Aluminum Arrows include a precise
aluminum tube core for straight-
ness, wrapped with carbon fibers for
added strength and durability. They
weigh from 7.4 to 10.2 gpi in five
spine ratings, have a .0025-inch
straightness tolerance, and are
weight matched to 2 grains per
dozen. They accept standard indus-
try components for A/C shafts.        

Carbon Express
The new for 2005 Maxima

includes unique BuffTuff Plus
Crossweave, a handsome outer
weave which creates unmatched
strength and durability without
added weight. The manufacturer
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says it also provides straighter and
more consistent arrow flight, with
360-degree spine consistency, and
faster recovery out of the bow. The
Maxima includes a .0025-inch
straightness tolerance and 1 grain
per dozen matched weight. In 250
deflection they weigh 7.3 gpi, in 350
8.2. Only this spring I took a fine
gobbler with a Maxima, a pin-point

shot that rolled the longbeard on the
spot. 

The 3D Select and CX are essen-
tially the same arrow, the 3D includ-
ing .001-inch straightness tolerances
and 1-grain per dozen matched
weight, the CX .0025-inch and 2
grains matched weight. They are a
pure multi-directional wrapped car-
bon shaft with BuffTuff construction,

50 Circle 102 on Response Card

Carbon Impact
has long been
known for fast
arrows, and this
year’s line is no
exception.
Included here in
the lightweight,
speed class are
the, top to bot-
tom, Fat Shafts
XLT Blue 5000,
Red 6500,
Yellow 6500,
and Blue 7500,
middle-ground
Stealth XLT
6000 Yellow,
Stealth XLT
Blue, Fat Shaft
XLT Camo 6000
Yellow, and XLT
Camo Blue.

Carbon Force arrows by PSE offer a new Radial X Weave construction that makes them
much stronger and more consistent around their entire 360-degree axis than past
Carbon Force shafts. They are offered in three grades, top to bottom, Pro, Predator, and
SLT Hunter, in the heavyweight Black Mamba, line-cutting Equalizer, and youth
Desperado.
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360-degree spine consistency, and
all internal components; weighing
from 6.5 gpi (100) to 8.9 gpi (400),
average 300 deflection hitting the
scales at 8.1 gpi. I can’t recall how
many trophies CX shafts have helped
me take, but it numbers in the
dozens. The 3D shaft in particular I
count on when every shot is impor-
tant. 

The CX Hunter gains about a
grain per inch by adding a BuffTuff
Advantage Camouflage outer sheath.
This also adds strength to these
shafts. They include .003-inch
straightness and 2-grain per pack
matched weight, offered in 8.1 gpi
200, 9.2 gpi 300, and 10 gpi 400. 

New Eliminator (black) and
Eliminator Hunter (Timber Illuzion
camo) come in at 8.2 and 9.1 gpi in
250 and 350 black shafts, 9.4 and 10.2
in 250 and 350 Hunter. They give
customers a .005 straightness toler-
ance and 2-grain per dozen matched
weight. Otherwise they follow stan-
dard Carbon Express construction
specs.     

Carbon Force From PSE
New Radial-X-Weave shafts are

constructed using a continuously
cross-woven fiber process that pro-
vides exact spine ratings around the
entire 360-degree radius of the shaft;
also giving 27 percent more strength
than past Carbon Force shafts. They
are offered in three grades, from Pro
with .001-inch straightness toler-
ances and single-grain matched
weight, Predator with .003 and 5
grains matched weight, to STL
Hunter with .006 and 5 grain match.
Pro and Predator spines include 100
(6.6 gpi), 200 (7.5 gpi), and 300 (8.6
gpi), while the STL Hunter adds a
400 (9.2 gpi). One of my biggest
whitetail to date was taken with a
Radial-X-Weave shaft, blasting com-
pletely through and burying into the
hard soil behind. I could wash that
shaft off and put it right back in my
quiver again. 

Carbon Force Wide Body arrows
give the 3-D shooter 23/64-inch line-
cutting advantage, or the bowhunter
extra fletching clearance around the
rest. They are offered in the
Equalizer, with .003 straightness and

weighing 8.2 gpi in a .410 spine rat-
ing; and XLS Hunter, with the same
specs, except .005 straightness. They
are equipped with Beiter nocks.       

Carbon Impact
The Stealth XLT is the world’s

first arrow with built-in stabilizer.
The flexibly mounted internal
weight is permanently positioned a
few inches from the front of the
shaft, where inventor Pierre Pujos
says it aids front-of-center balance

while it shortens arrow settling time
and produces a more silent flight.
The Stealth includes Carbon
Impact’s other design features as
well, including the seamless XLT
technology. (Instead of rolling a mat
of carbon fiber onto a mandrel,
which produces a high spine area at
the overlap, these shafts are made by
weaving individual carbon fibers
onto the mandrel.) Like the Fat Shaft
XLT, Stealth XLT shafts come in a
choice of black or a Silent Shield
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Camo that weights exactly the same.
They come in three grades and
spines; Orange, Yellow, and Blue, and
5000, 6000, and 6500. They weigh 8.5,
9.1, and 9.6 gpi.

Carbon Tech
CT Whitetail XP, Whitetail

Hunter, and Whitetail Hunter Camo
are highly affordable arrows offering
a good balance of speed and durabil-
ity, falling somewhere between the
CT Rhino and CT Cheetah in weight.
Whitetail shafts include five to six
wraps of various carbon layers for
consistency, durability and integrity.
The XP comes in 5.9 gpi 25/45, 6.6
gpi 35/55, 7.9 gpi 40/65, and 9.5 gpi
65/80. Hunter shafts weigh the same,
while Hunter camo come in 9.4 gpi
40/65 and 11 gpi 65/80, the latter a
true heavy-weight shaft.

Easton
Axis arrows, introduced last year,

are one of the most remarkable
departures from the norm since
internal component carbons

replaced outsert-wearing pultruded
shafts that all long-time carbon
arrow fans remember shooting.
Easton says ST, Slim Technology, and
HIT, Hidden Insert Technology,
together create a shaft that is
stronger, penetrates more deeply,
and allows greater accuracy. The
lower diameter bucks a crosswind
and improves penetration, while the
thicker C2 composite walls boost
kinetic energy over what you’d
expect from such a slim shaft. The
inside tube diameter perfectly
matches screw-in component diam-
eters for a snug, precise fit into the
HIT insert system. They include a
black, micro-smooth finish, .005-
inch or better straightness deviation,
and 2-grain per dozen matched
weight. Axis weigh 8.1
gpi in 500, 9 gpi in 400,
9.5 in 340, and 10.7 in
300.      

The venerable A/C/C
was the shaft that was
responsible for my tak-
ing the leap into carbon
shafts back when alu-
minum was still king.
They helped improve my
shooting, and extend my
effective range. By wrap-
ping and bonding high-
quality carbon fibers,
over a precision alu-
minum core, A/C/C
shafts provide .003
straightness and .5-grain
per dozen matched
weight. Hunting sizes
include  3-49, 3-60 (most
popular) and 3-71,
weighing between 8.8
and 9.9 gpi; 9.5 in 3-60.

The high-strength C2
all-carbon Epic is an un-
camouflaged option with
weights of 9 and 9.14 gpi
in heavier-spined hunt-
ing options. Multi-lay-
ered construction makes
them accurate and
strong, with .005 true
straightness and 2-grain
per dozen matched
weight. They are offered
in 500, 400, 340, and 300,
the weights already

quoted belonging to the latter pair.
The Carbon Excel offers outstanding
performance at an exceptional
price, including .005-inch true
straightness and 5-grain per dozen
matched weight. They include a
smooth matte finish and weigh 7.10
gpi in 500 deflection, 8.12 in 400,
and 8.80 in 340 (the most obvious
hunting choice).   

Goat Tuff
New Goat Tuff arrows are con-

structed through a six-layer manu-
facturing process that makes them
literally goat tough, and highly con-
sistent. They are offered in both
parallel and tapered models. Goat
Tuff owner Tim Sizemore says his
goal is to provide a quality carbon

52

The best bow hangers for backyard,
range, hunting blind or camp use.
Strong & compact, with a slide-
hammer action that makes them a
snap to set-up and take down. New
optional bases let you use them
indoors & double their value.

Call toll-free for dealer 
pricing or a demo video.

(866) 823-7757
or (608) 587-2565 fax

Archery Shooter Systems
109 N. Wagner St.

Endeavor, WI  53930
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Super Carbon arrows from Parker Compounds are tough
and accurate, offered in, left to right, Supreme, Magnum,
and Hunter grades. These have straightness tolerances
from .001 to .006, and are included in the conservative
lineup of “average” weight shafts.
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arrow with the tightest tolerances
possible in an affordable, hunter-
grade shaft. Special emphasis is
placed on nock location and spine
consistency to make them fly
straight, even with large broad-
heads. They come in two grades.
Premium includes .002 straightness
and 1-grain matched weight, spine
tested and marked to index the
heavy/accurate side of spine to the
nock. Hunter shafts have a straight-
ness tolerance of .006. Both are
offered in 4560 (65 pounds at 30-
inches max) and 5570 (80 pounds at
30 inches max), and weigh 8.5 and
9.5 gpi, all wearing Bohning
Signature nocks and aluminum
screw-in inserts.

(As noted above, most carbon
arrows do have a high spine side
and it’s to Sizemore’s credit to have
this premarked on arrows so this
can be referenced while installing
the nocks. Your more demanding
shooters won’t have to check and
mark shafts by using a spine tester
or by plugging and floating them in
water.)       

Gold Tip
GT’s Pro Hunter, XT Hunter, and

Expedition Hunter created an indus-
try standard early in the carbon rev-
olution by proving they were super
tough, accurate, and consistent. Pros
are straight to within .001 inch and
matched to within 1 grain per dozen,
XT .003 and 2 grains, Expedition .006
and 2 grains. They are offered in
black or camo, 3355, 5575, and 7595
spine ratings. Black shafts weigh 7.4,
8.2, and 8.9 gpi, camo 7.2, 8.2, and
9.7 gpi, respectively. 

I’ve never experienced a single
problem with GT shafts, even after
more than a dozen animals taken
with them.   

The new Ted Nugent Signature
Shaft comes in at a slightly heavier
9.2 gpi, and is offered in highly pop-
ular 5575 deflection, with .006
straightness and distinctive zebra-
stripe camouflage finish and bright
white crown. Gold Tip arrows
wrapped with EZE-Eye arrow wraps
and pre-fletched are also sold
through Kinsey’s Archery Products.   

High Country Archery/
Carbon Revolution
Carbon Revolution Standard

Grade Carbon Arrows are offered in
three major classes, and six grades.
Premier Select include .001
straightness tolerances, Ultra
Hunter .002, Laser Pro .003, Trophy
Hunter .004, Xtreme Impact .006,
Econo Hunter .007. All come in
spine ratings from 100 through 400,
with the 100 handling draw weights
up to 55 pounds at 29 inches, 200
does 65 pounds to 31 inches, 300
does 75 at 31, and 400 does 85 to 31
inches. They average 8 gpi through-
out all spine ratings. 

Phantom Carbon Shafts/
Larry Wise Archery
Larry Wise is best known as a

coach and competitor, but he’s also
marketing the Phantom Carbon
Shaft line. His Phantom Pros have a
dull black finish that is easy to
fletch to with any conventional
vane, feather or adhesive. Wise says
the manufacturer uses a superior
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1 (541) 575-0818
www.winnerschoicestrings.com

• Cleaner - Removes dust, dirt and 
old wax to prevent build-up and 
string fiber damage.

• Conditioner - Unscented special 
compound penetrates and lubricates 
string fibers for longer wear.

• Can be applied to ALL bowstrings 
and servings.

Winner’s Choice

Ultimate 
String Care Kit

Alaskan Bowhunting Supply GrizzlyStiks were designed for hard-core hunting. The
tapered design, heavy mass, and woven construction make them strong, true flying, and
made to penetrate deeply into big game. They are offered in lighter Sitka (shown here
with barred feathers for a recurve bow), heavy Alaskan (shown here with Sims Stealth
vanes ready for compound shooting), and super heavy Safari (not shown).
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grade of carbon fiber and an
advanced resin curing process, and
that with these shafts there is no
chance of the internal resin break-
down that can cause carbon shafts
to warp or twist after long use.

Marketed primarily to competi-
tive shooters, these Phantom Pro
shafts have a .001 straightness tol-
erance and vary no more than half a
grain per dozen. The 45-60 spine
weighs 7.1 grains per inch and
comes 31.5 inches long, the 60-75
weighs 8 grains per inch and is 33
inches long.

Wise also has two other grades
available, a Phantom Hunter with
straightness of between .002 and
.0039, and Phantom FireHawk that
ranges from .004 to .007.

Super Carbon/Parker Bows
All Super Carbon shafts are

machine rolled for consistency and
multi-layered for strength. The pre-
cision-ground surface offers a
smooth finish while providing reli-
able fletch adhesion. They are laser

checked for straightness and offer
consistent spine and straightness,
while all accept standard internal
components. Shafts are available in
30-45 6.3 gpi, 45-60 7 gpi, 55-70 8.1
gpi, and 60-75 8.6 gpi. They come in
three grades; SC Supreme with .001
straightness, SC Magnum with .003,
SC Hunter at .006. Magnum and
Hunter shafts are also available
with Eterna-Wear camo finish. All
include Duravane or TruFlight
feather fletch. 

Super Carbon shafts come from
the same people who build Parker
Compound Bows and as such are
the same shafts you’ll find included
in the popular Outfitter, “ready-to-
shoot” versions of these bows.

VitalHunter
The West Coast Vital Bow Gear

accessory company that Ben
Afshari heads is also a supplier of
arrow shafts under the VitalHunter
brand name. Patent-pending
angled weave technology produces
a multidirectional, multi-angled

basket weave
formation of
carbon fiber
c o m b i n e d
with strands
of Kevlar-
grade materi-
al. Afshari
said the
manufactur-
ing tech-
nique allows
his firm to
offer a .003-
inch straight-
ness toler-
ance on all
shafts, along
with super
strength and
e x t r e m e l y
c o n s i s t e n t
d e f l e c t i o n
ratings to
assure tight
g r o u p i n g
qualities. 

A n o t h e r
facet of this
technology is
tunable fiber

tension inside the basket weave
during manufacturing. It’s set to
give VitalHunter shafts two deflec-
tion points, one each direction and
8 inches from the center, instead of
the single deflection point (the
middle) found on other arrows.
This permits quicker harmonic
recovery during launch and two
spine ratings to cover draw weights
from 40 to 90 pounds. 

The Warrior offers .330 deflec-
tion at 28 inches, Gladiator .385 at
the same length (with 100-grain
point). Warrior shafts weigh 9.3 gpi,
Gladiator 8.3 gpi. Both are available
in a coated version for easier
pulling from foam targets, and
matte-finish uncoated/primed for
better hunting concealment.

I’ve used VitalHunter shafts for
many years on a variety of game up
to and including tough African
game, and trust them completely to
be one of the toughest shafts out
there, as well as reliably accurate.

Conclusion
Your most serious customers

are likely multidimensional. They
may not only bowhunt whitetail in
their backyards, but they also
enthusiastically compete in sum-
mertime 3-D to keep their skills
sharp, and maybe win a few medals
or trophies. Others may hunt
whitetail close to home, but also
travel to the West periodically to
pursue pronghorn or elk any time
they are lucky enough to draw a tag. 

Certainly many customers will
choose one weight class of shaft
and stick to it religiously. Still oth-
ers will match their arrows to a spe-
cific need, using a weight group
best suited to the task at hand. Be it
the single-arrow-class bowhunter,
or the multifaceted archer, thor-
ough knowledge of what types of
arrows best fill an individual’s
needs is helpful in creating satisfied
and happy customers.

Arrow Manufacturers Guide

Alaskan Bowhunting Supply
(907) 345-4256
www.alaskabowhuntingsupply.com
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AMG/Airforce Arrows 
(888) 342-6035

Arrow Dynamics
(785) 233-9541
www.nitro-stinger.com

Beman Carbon Arrows 
(801) 539-1400
www.beman.com

Blackhawk Arrow Co.
(330) 793-3314
www.blackhawkarchery.com

Carbon Express/Eastman Outfitters
(800) 241-4833
www.carbonexpressarrows.com

Carbon Force/PSE
(520) 884-9065
www.pse-archery.com

Carbon Impact
(231) 929-8152
www.carbonimpact.com

Carbon Tech
(916) 641-8088
www.carbontecharrows.com

Cartel-Doosung/AIM Archery 
(860) 423-8609
www.aimarchery.com

Easton Technical Products
(801) 539-1400
www.easton.com

Easy Eye archery Products, Inc.
(888) 908-7446
www.eze-eye.com

Forge Xtreme Arrowshafts
(414) 732-7400
www.forgebow.net

Goat Tough Arrows/Tim’s Archery 
(970) 245-9666
www.timsarcheryco.com

Gold Tip
(800) 551-0541
www.goldtip.com

High Country Archery Inc.
(423) 949-5000
www.highcountryarchery.com

Larry Wise Archery
(877) 464-9997
www.LarryWise.com

Muzzy Products Corp.
(770) 387-9300
www.muzzy.com

Precision Designed Products (PDP)
(620) 331-0333
www.pdparchery.com

Satellite Archery/Escalade Sports
(866) 556-2754
www.escaladesports.com

Super Carbon Arrows/
Parker Compound Bows
(800) 707-8149
www.parkerbows.com

Vital Bow Gear
(208) 232-5764
www.vitalbowgear.com

Circle 6 on Response Card
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